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 الملخص

جهائيييلذ اداع ييلذليا  يييلذ مائيييلذ يي ذجيي  ذفييهذاييلبذب نديي ذجيي حلذوحيي عذىييتذوىشيي ذ  يي ذف يي  ذ يين ذا
احيذ   قيييييا   ذذ-ي حيسييييي فذفيييييهذفايييييا ذف  يييييبذغارييييي ش بدذجييييي  ذ  مييييياو ذ شييييي ذ  يييييهذ  ييييي بعح

ذباجياا يل.
ذ

Abstract 

In this paper, we investigate the existence of a unique solution on a 
semi-infinite interval for a quadratic integral equation of Urysohn type in 
Frechet  space using a nonlinear alternative of Leray-Schauder type for 
contraction maps. 
 

Keywords:- quadratic integral equation, existence and uniqueness, fixed point, 
Leray-Schauder, Frechet space. 

 
1.  Introduction 

In this paper, we establish the existence of the unique solution, 
defined on a semi-finite interval ),0[ +=J  for a quadratic integral 

equation of Urysohn type, namely 
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dssxstgdssxstutAxtftx ,  ),0[: += Jt   

where  RJf →: , RRTJu → ],0[:   and  RRTJg → ],0[:     are 

given functions and ),(),(: RJcRJcA →  is an appropriate operator, 

here ),( RJc   denotes the space of continuous functions RJx →: . 

           Integral equations occur naturally in many fields of mechanics and 
mathematical physics. They also arise as representation formulas for the 
solutions of differential equations. Indeed, a differential equation can be 
replaced by an integral equation which incorporates its boundary 
conditions. As such, each solution of the integral equation automatically 
satisfies these boundary conditions. 
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          The theory of Volterra –Fredholm integral equations play an 
important role for abstract formulation of many initial, boundary value 
problems of perturbed differential equations, partial differential equations 
and partial integro differential equations which arise in various 
applications like chemical reaction kinetics, population dynamics, heat 
flow in material with memory, viscoelastic and reaction diffusion 
problems. Instance, we refer to [1,3,6,7,8]. 
  Quadratic integral equations are often applicable in the theory of 
radiative transfer, kinetic theory of gases, in the theory of neutron 
transport and in the traffic theory, the quadratic integral equation can be 
very often encountered in many applications see [4,5]. 
         Recently, the existence of a unique solution for the nonlinear 
quadratic integral equation of Urysohn type  
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tdssxstutAxtftx                   

was studied in [2] by using a nonlinear alternative of Leray-Schauder 
type. 
  Here we are concerning with the nonlinear quadratic integral 
equation of Fredholm – Volterra integral equation 

),0[,)))(,,())(,,()()(()()(
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T t

tdssxstgdssxstutAxtftx         (1.1) 

By using the same assumptions assumed in [2]. 

 
2.  preliminaries 
             We introduce some notations, definitions and theorems which are 
used throughout  this paper.    
      Let X be Frechet space with a family of semi-norms  

Nnn 
. . Let 

XY  , we say that Y is bounded if for every Nn , these exists 

0nM    such that  

            nn
My    for all Yy . 

 
Definition   2.1 [2]: A function XXf →:   is said to be a contraction 

mapping if for each Nn  there exists )1,0(nk  such that: 

            Xyxallforyxkyfxf
nnn

−− ,)()( . 

 
Theorem  2.2  [2] : Let   be a closed subset of a Frechet space  X  such 

that 0  and XF →: is  a contraction such that )(F  is 

bounded. Then either 
1) F has a unique fixed point    or  
2)  there 
exists .0)(,)1,0( =−

n

n uFuthatsuchuandNn    

Where 
n  is boundary of  

n . 
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3. Main theorem 
  In this section, we assume that the following assumptions are 

satisfied: 

i)   RJf →:   is a continuous function. 

ii) For each ..0 tsLNn n   )()())(())(( txtxLtxAtAx n −−   for 

each  .],0[),(, ntandRJcxx   

iii)  There exists nonnegative constants   a, b  such that:  

.),()())(( JtandRJcxeachfortxbatAx +   

iv) RRJJu →:   is continuous function and for each Nn  there 

exist a constant  0* nL   such that: 

RxxandTstallforxxLxstuxstu n −− ,],0[),(),,(),,( *     and  

RRJJg →:  is continuous function and for each Nn  there 

exist a constant  0* nH   such that: 

RxxandTstallforxxHxstgxstg n −− ,],0[),(),,(),,( * . 

v) There exist a continuous non decreasing function ),0(: →J  and 

RxTJsteachforxspxstuthatsuchRJcp  + ,],0[),()()(),,(),( 

and ),0(: →J  with: 

RxTJsteachforxsqxstgthatsuchRJcq  + ],,0[),()()(),,(),( 

and  moreover there exists a constants  NnMn , such that:  

      1
))()(()( **
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                                  (3.1) 

Where }],0[:)(sup{}],0[:)(sup{ ** TssqqandTsspp ==  

 

Theorem  3.1 

         Suppose that hypotheses (i-v)  are satisfied. If 

1))()(()()( **** ++++ qMpMTLHLTbMa nnnnnn                       (3.2) 

Then equation (1.1) has a unique solution. 

Proof  : For every Nn , we define in ),( RJc  the semi-norms  by 

]},0[:)(sup{ nttyy
n

=  then ),( RJc  is a Frechet space with the family 

of semi-norms  
Nn}.{  [2]. 

         Transform the problem (1.1)  into a fixed point problem. Consider 

the operator  

),(),(: RJcRJcF →  defined by  

JtdssystgdssystutAytftFy
tT

++=  ),))(,,())(,,(()()()())((
00

 

Let y be a possible solution of the problem (1.1). Given Nn  and 

nt  , then with the view of (i),(iii) and (v) we have: 
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From (3.1) it follows that for each Nn ,  nn
My   

Now, set 

}:),({ NnallforMyRJcy nn
=  

Clearly,   is a closed subset of ),( RJc , we shall show that ),(: RJcF →  

is a contraction operator, consider Nnandnteachforyy  ],0[,   

from (ii)-(iv) we have: 
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Therefore 

])()(())(([ **** qMpMTLHLbMaTyyyFFy nnnnnnn
 ++++−−  

By (3.2)  F is a contraction for all Nn . From the choice of   is no 

y  such that )(yFy =   for some )1,0( . Then the statement (2) 

in the theorem (2.2 ) does not hold. The nonlinear alternative of Leray-

Schauder type [2] shows that (1) holds, and hence we deduced that the 

operator F has a unique fixed point y  in   which is a solution of 

equation (1.1). 
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